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Preface

5

This is a follow up to my first poetry zine, This Is What Happens When Monsters Write Poetry. When I first wrote it, I
had been less than 6 months out of an abusive relationship. I was still vibrating with trauma and fear and pain. I
could not see a life outside of monstrosity. 

Embodied explores the next phase of my healing journey. 

Between the lessons of abolition, community care, and transformative justice, I began to imagine other possibilities. I
wanted to be able to practice those lessons beyond the theoretical. And then suddenly the word embodied began to
take on a certain emphasis in my life. Everyone I was becoming connected to would tell me about the importance of
embodiment for themselves. 

And then I understood what embodiment felt like. It was the only word that made sense for what I wanted, for what I
was feeling. 

I am launching this zine on my 28th birthday. It's two years past an expiration date, long ago assigned. And it marks
a new year into a life in which I've found power, purpose, and peace.

So here is a different view and perspective and glowing light on survivorship.





IN MY OWN BODY





Enough of Monsters

I called myself a monster
I tore myself to pieces
searching for demons and ghosts
I performed every kind of exorcism

And I am not fully healed still

But as I lie in Our Bed
the smell of pancakes in the air
Hearing the way he hums
sings
shouts!
to his music as his moves
I feel within myself

I am healed enough
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I don’t always like being inside this bodyI don’t always like being inside this body
It aches and throbsIt aches and throbs

threads of myself light up in shocks of painthreads of myself light up in shocks of pain
I cannot always rely on itI cannot always rely on it

I can’t trust it to provide me stability, warnings,I can’t trust it to provide me stability, warnings,
a plan I can followa plan I can follow

  
But then there are timesBut then there are times
when I breathe in deeplywhen I breathe in deeply

like when I can taste trees on a cool breezelike when I can taste trees on a cool breeze
or a smile breaks out across a gorgeous faceor a smile breaks out across a gorgeous face
or I make a connection with another humanor I make a connection with another human
being that transcends touch or physicalitybeing that transcends touch or physicality

or when I catch a beam of perfectly goldenor when I catch a beam of perfectly golden
sunlightsunlight

and it feels as though my body is overflowingand it feels as though my body is overflowing
like I could breathe in foreverlike I could breathe in forever

taking in every beautiful particle of thetaking in every beautiful particle of the
universeuniverse

  
But then there are timesBut then there are times  
when I would rather bewhen I would rather be

nowhere elsenowhere else  
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Rib Speak

I feel as though my sternum
can barely keep hold of my ribs, 
they keep stretching out just further
than
my skin can stretch, 
the only thing holding me together
or else my bones would
go flying like shrapnel,
my heart bursting 
like a water balloon,
and all of this to say
that I cannot tell you what
my body is trying to say
I have translated so many of its
foreign sayings
but this I can never seem to
get quite right,
some exception to the grammar,
but I don’t hate myself over
misspellings and syntax anymore,
I will be okay being wrong,
not knowing,
and learning as I go
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Known by too many names that never fit right
A daredevil of hair
Never learned to drive
Didn’t end up wasting the rest of their life trying to fix people who didn’t see the harm they caused as broken
A little too obsessed with their own tits
Went through too much too early, but made it work
Was always trying to find a version of themselves that made sense
Found home

HERE LIES DEV
 

 

HERE LIES THE BODY OF DEV
 

Their spirit you’ll never capture
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A Series of Haikus

on Bodies

Aligning myself

Embodying love and care

I live in my choice

 

 

 

Quiet thoughtful lovers

Insatiable fucking sluts

We're best of both worlds

 

 

 

Sneak my nipples out

Let them taste cold air, your tongue

Let me be your slut

 

 

 

I don't have to choose

between being profound or

getting fucked senseless
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Oh to be an octopus
 

If I could be an octopus, I would
To be all soft curves,

with a strong sticky grip,
changing colours as I change my mood,

made of almost nothing but
slithering muscular tentacles

and a hungry mouth tucked between
achingly searching to be fed

 
Yes, I would be just fine

crawling across the ocean floor
on my curling grabby legs

or finding tight little crevices
to ease myself inside

or gliding and pushing myself
through the slick wet of the water

 
If I could be an octopus,

You know you wish I could
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body
bare bodies
butts, bums, breasts, boobs, bazongas, badonkadonks
big bare bosom
busty beauty
beautiful busty boy?
bare busty boy body
broad beautiful breathing boy
blameless-bodied boy
boy breaking binaries
busy bubbling becoming boy

bi baby boy
bitchy baby boy
boobies and booties
buds and buddies
bigger beyonds
barely being
belonging by being boundless
breaching boundaries breaks bonds
bright boundless beautiful boy-being
be better 
breathe better

an alliterative list of B words
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A Sonnet about an Anti-Capitalist in the Sun
 

There is something about sitting in the sun
feeling the glow sink into your skin

warm to the touch like the sand you bask in 
Golden beams like sci fi laser guns

turning me into a deity in mortals’ run
I am so thirsty I drink it all in 

Parched for joy and laughter in the din
after everything that’s been said and done

 
So take a moment, sit with me my friend

Fill yourself up on sunshine, not fear
Find the moment you find your own god

Good or bad, no matter how it ends
This will all be a moment you hold dear

When we’ve shown this system is nothing but fraud
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Of woman, but not woman

Once in a while I 
find myself wondering

where that wisdom I have comes from, 
old history, buried deep in 
my bones, most likely, 
a relic from generations of women
not allowed a delicate womanhood

bound to the minute particles that make
up all of my entire being cast
through me like an intergenerational television

news network, constantly blaring commentary.
Or maybe what they say is
true: 

We hold these genders, galaxies
on top of universes
manifested inside of us, 
a direct line to celestial bodies, 
nestled between our hearts and tongues
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There was a time when
my body was just constraints: 

scars and trauma
and all the wrong shapes 

 
I dreamt of nothing more but

being a cloud mixed with a dream
made of breath

 
Now I breathe deep 
lungs full of steam

muscles easing into hot water
salt starts to season

the tiny hairs on my upper lip
 

And I am still made up of scars and trauma
and the shapes might not be quite right just yet

 
But when I move 

I am here
I feel the muscles and breath and salt

 
I don’t need to be a dream 

to know this body
anchors my soul in sensation

 
And I don’t exist fully 

until I feel it all
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Meditations in the Sun

I sit in the sand, toes slightly buried, head tilted back and I take in the sun. 

I take in all of it. 

My skin warms with the rays it absorbs. I spread myself wide trying to get as much as I can, my skin getting hotter
and hotter. 

I close my eyes and for a moment I am just the sun and the sand, a cold suffocating vacuum waiting omnipresently
just outside but the fire in my skin keeps me warm. 

I am so hot that I melt into one single state of being: a plasmid ooze like the jelly in a lava lamp.

I am liquid glass still red hot and pliable. 

I breathe in and fill myself, inflating with all the love and energy I’ve ever felt invested in me, and I pull and blow and
sculpt and find the places where things can come to shape. 

But I won’t cool, I won’t lose this hot sunfire, I won’t stop pulling and shaping and sculpting until I find myself ready to
stay firm in all I am and ready to exist 

fragilely without fear. 
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This is who I choose to be
So I stand strong when the world recoils

The world will change through me
 

I know it with such certainty
I can feel how inside me the future rails

This is who I choose to be
 

What I am trying to get you to see
are the lies in which all the systems are embroiled

This is who I choose to be
 

You’re more than welcome to disagree
It’s only to the truth I’m loyal

The world will change through me
 

We could, all of us, be free
If we planted any care in these soils
The world will change through me

 
Our lives should never have been this empty

How our unlived lives make me boil
This is who I choose to be

The world will change through me
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In others' reflections





Dirty Windows

I have looked through a warped mirror
found a reflection of myself
so distorted and startling and uncanny
a vision of who I could have been 
if I hadn’t delicately and deliberately
picked every step of my journey

I used to wonder if all that work
was useless weight
that I had piled on my shoulders
in some self righteous rite of self-torture
punishing myself harder than I needed to

Then I got a glimpse through a dirty window
Found my reflection among a dark 
and unkempt backdrop
saw who I could have been 

And I sigh, 
roll my shoulders back
and understand that 
I chose right
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More to Be Said
 

It says more about me
that I still see your pain and anguish
even as you inflict these on others

to ease your insecurities
then it does about 
the excuses you use

to continue on without introspection
 

Just like there is more to be said
that you’ve found yourself

barricaded by your own anger and fear
while I have faced my own

to liberate myself 
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I understand your hurt, but don't forgive your

harm
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I have seen 

great depths of pain and love and fear

I can tell the difference

from shallow
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Limericks about Manipulators
 
 
 

I once knew an insecure fool
who used manipulation as a tool

But now they sit alone
None impressed but their phone

Integrity is such a good rule
 
 
 

There once was a boy who had a bad feeling
And ignoring it ended up with him reeling

At least he acted with class
not becoming an ass 

And decided violence was not healing
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I try to imagine your life
I wonder sometimes if you’ve changed
or will I find you 
returning to the same spot
same place
day after day
barely moving forward
clinging to friendships 
you fabricated with fabricated personalities
traits you wish you held
only keeping anyone close
if they burn with the same anger you do
filled with resentment for every success
they aren’t willing to work to achieve
instead trying to tear down those that do
until you turn on each other
and wonder why we live in 
this dog-eat-dog world

Or did you learn to grow
since I asked you to go? 

Where are you now?
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Bittersweet Juxtapositions

“You are the thing
he could not take away
you cannot be stolen, ransacked, looted
like an emptied bank account on an burgled house
you are the tough old tissues, the exquisit scars, 
you are the thing that would not die”
--Kai Cheng Thom, “Things you need to know” from A Place
Called No Homeland

I still get flashbacks
even at the strangest times
not even full memories
just bursts of sound and chaos
emerging sharply from forgotten folds in my brain
facial expressions
eyes pleading me to end the torture
that is refusing to be someone’s blood sacrifice
another quest for happiness At All Costs
or the sneer of disgust and contempt
that settled so easily on your lips
when I asked to not be the strong one anymore

and there was once a time
when I could imagine no other kind of life
nothing I could possibly deserve
much less build or create
fantasies that I could never afford

and now these flashbacks cut through
this new gentle, music-art-magic reality
a jarring juxtaposition
to this new life
that settled so easily 
on my world-weight-scarred shoulders

screaming nightmares that wake me with a start
finding myself gasping for breath
waking into a sun-sleepy dream of stability
the terrors already fading at the edges
can barely keep the scares straight
did it really even happen?

And this never should have happened to me
but the comparison makes this love pie so sweet 
I am grateful that all the sour and bitter that came before
reminded me to savour every morsel 
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In love
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There is nothing quite like
loving someone so purely
that the act of loving them 
alone 
is enough happiness 
you feel like 
you could ever need

nothing quite like 
feeling whole and full
with just the flow of their smile

nothing quite like 
forgetting what it feels like
to constantly be waiting
for it all to be ripped out from under you

and nothing quite like
knowing even when the world tried
we are still standing here

Nothing Quite Like
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Easy Movements

I never move
quite so easily
as I do with a body 
who has heard my no 
and held it with tenderness 
never holding it against me
even as I hesitate with it, 
afraid to continue to say so

I never move
quite so easily
as I do
when my no is met 
with as much enthusiasm
as if I had said yes

I never move
quite so easily 
as I do
with someone who isn’t trying
to find just the right angle
for my no to look like a yes

My yes never comes quite as easily
If I don’t feel like I can’t say no
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from "Your tractor beam gaze"
in This Is What Happens When

Monsters Write Poetry
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Unlearning Chaos

I learned to stand 
on earth that never quite stopped
quaking 

For decades I knew nothing
but
chaos and fury and thorns
and heartbreak

even finding you
took leaps of faith
and tuck and rolling
and tumbling

but being with you now
the earth may rumble
but it stays still 
solid
beneath me
like you are 
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A New Friend

There is something practiced 
in how we speak
a familiarity that glides over the twists and turns 
of our conversations
the way we lead each other
seamlessly trading places
back and forth
and I feel like I could exhale forever
because I have been inflated so fully
how could I possibly need to inhale again? 

But these are our glimpses
passing moments
paths barely crossed 
and hundreds if not thousands 
of choices that lay ahead of us
with only ourselves to decide
where our paths will go
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Meditations on the Senses
Smell
He smells a little like my grandmother, the way it smells when you’d walk through the door, just faintly reminiscent in
a way I can barely name, just a certain mixture of spice and sweet and just a little bit of home. 

Sound
My mother had a laugh you could hear from anywhere in the house. It was a deep laugh from the belly. It filled
rooms. It was honest and disruptive and sudden and joyous. Kinda like her. 

Taste
My grandmother and my mother used to make me tea a lot. After school, with dessert, when we’d sit to a weekend
breakfast. I’d always for too much sugar and just the right amount of cream. And it tasted like home and comfort and
care. 

Touch
My cat has the softest fur I could imagine. When the world has been rough on me and I feel numb through calloused
nerves, I run my fingers through her black abyss of fur and I remember softness and fineness and I remember to be
gentle and light. 

Sight
Everything looks more wonderful when the sun is that brilliant shade of gold that turns the brown of my skin into
bronze and the blue of the sky seems bluer and even the air tastes a little clearer. Watching it shine and glimmer,
whether washing over a beach or in that small sharp rectangle that only seems to emerge in a high corner of your
wall when the sun is just right. 
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I hold and encompass
I am all fluid of life
I am storm and flood
and dew and drink
and the wetness of your breath

Yet those that think they understand me
try to rend me from myself
rip the sky from the oceans
think they can break me down 
into their digestible parts

the way they don’t understand
how tainting part of me 
is tainting all of me
turning life into death

they call it conquering
colonizing 
innovation

take their broken bits of information
ripping and shredding
where convenient 
to justify their destruction
all in the name of their egos
they think they are gods

but I delicately hold oceans 
perched high above the ground
merely to get to stranded places

their tiny acts are nothing
compared to a bursting cloud
a hurricane

to that which encompasses all 

From the Mouth of Varuna
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Lists of related words

GOOD
KIND
COMPASSIONATE
HEALING
LIBERATING

BAD
HURTFUL
HARMFUL
PAINFUL
POWER-HUNGRY

BOUNDARIES
GUIDELINES OF BEHAVIOURS
NO ENTRY BEYOND THIS POINT

LOVE
BUILDING TOGETHER
CONSENSUAL MUTUAL CONNECTION
COMMUNICATING

SEX
DOING THE DEED
FINDING MOMENTS OF PLEASURE
FUCKING
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from "The Laceration" by Dawn Lundy Martin
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